Your Path to a Better Bottom Line in Shipping

Operational improvement is key to your success

Changes in regulatory compliance. Unexpected events like global health crises and economic downturns. Competitive disruption from new players and technologies.

Your success depends on how quickly you can adapt to counter powerful forces beyond your control. Increasing your visibility into, and control over, the information in the documents that drive your business ensures that you can...

- Get all the information from documents you need—accurately and on time
- Keep shipments moving with real-time validation of document info via mobile devices
- Attract and retain customers by providing up-to-the-minute delivery status, location, and time
- Flexibly scale your operations with confidence in more efficient processes

So where do you begin?
Remove friction from all clearances

Shipments that are friction-free enable the operational efficiency and customer satisfaction you aim for. But you can’t meet or exceed your customers’ expectations if you don’t know where shipping documents are, or can’t validate the information on them.

ABBYY provides an approach and platform that help you get all the information from shipping documents right and verified at every clearance along a shipping itinerary, at any moment. We help you identify where and why clearances are interrupted in processes, so you can identify which are most important to address first.

Improve shipping processes where it matters most

✔ Prevent errors that cause delay by automatically capturing and processing shipping documents at the highest level of quality

✔ Immediately process data from documents in-cab and with mobile devices to keep shipments moving

✔ Monitor shipment processes and receive alerts when issues arise with documents or process events delaying shipments so you can immediately resolve them

✔ Provide customers, suppliers, and employees with the information they need about their shipments

✔ Offload the burden of centralized processing to highly distributed local operations

✔ Improve Quality Assurance with automated processes driven by AI and machine learning
The fast track to operational excellence

Increase information visibility and control
- Immediately capture highly accurate information from shipping instructions, waybills, receipts, proofs of delivery, and commercial invoices with any mobile device, in-cab device, or kiosk
- Receive signed copies of delivery documents in real time along with a shipper or receiver of goods using a computer or mobile devices to track delivery
- Meet delivery SLAs with trustworthy data processed directly to your device from the documents that contain it

Speed the processing of customs forms
- Automatically extract tariff and manifest information for every line item in a shipment and automatically export data for filing
- Get automatic classification and validation of data from bill of lading line items, certificates of origin, commercial invoices, and more

Manage complex scheduling and logistics
- Instantly validate captured data against existing databases, business rules, and SLAs
- Deal with exceptions when managing complex scheduling and logistics
- Handle document transactions in multiple languages from multiple locations and formats

Expedite invoicing and payments
- Capture invoice data with line items via mobile camera and automatically match them to POs, packing slips, and PODs for validation, invoicing of clients, and payment to shippers
- Capture special terms in shipping/receiving documents that allow you to take advantage of early delivery discounts, order-to-pay, promotions, or blockchain opportunities

Automate Proof of Delivery (POD) data
- Capture detailed delivery information from receipts and signed bills of lading via mobile devices at the point of origination for faster invoicing to reduce DSOs
- Meet tight SLAs across your entire delivery network with real-time batch processing and reconciliation

Technical documentation on vehicles
- Capture and extract detailed information for processing and digital archiving of all necessary documents for trucks, trains, ships, airplanes, containers, and their individual components
- Identify where shipments are in your fleet to spot issues and take action immediately
Success stories

ABYY is used to process 100,000 proofs of delivery a week for NFT Distribution, UK’s largest provider of chilled and time-critical logistics solutions.

A large logistics provider in Dubai processes up to 100,000 custom documents daily with 3 operators instead of 30.

Global logistics service company Rhenus uses ABBYY to process up to 1.8 million documents annually.

Gamit serves aircraft industry customers with the ability to check and verify all of the critical data saved for tens of thousands of documents.

Relemar Despachante reduces manual work by 60% automating data capture from vehicle documents, traffic fines, and licenses.

CyberLogitec maritime logistics provider saved $700,000 on automated processing of shipping documents.

A world-leader in transportation cost management, AFS processes more invoices than previous in half the time, and without adding significant headcount.

Only ABBYY Digital Intelligence solutions remove the friction in your shipping processes that get you to a better bottom line.
Learn more at abbyy.com